Should B-G Join NSA?
Pros And Cons Presented

By CHARLES J. SCHWARTZ

Whether Bowling Green State University should join the National Student Congress will be voted on by Student Senate Monday evening. A committee of six students investigating the organization turned in its final report at the last meeting of Student Senate.

NSA is an organization of college and university student government representatives to their student governments. It was formed in 1942 with a membership of over 130 student governments. All collegiate, junior college, normal school, or university in the United States is eligible for representation in the organization. Its policy is determined by a national Student Congress. The committee representing Bowling Green State University is known as the B-G Unit of the International Union of Students.

The committee presented the outline the basic advantages and disadvantages of NSA membership.

BENEFITS

1. Advocates of NSA claim that the organization will provide greater student government on this campus. They state that the national organization will provide the best of programs on student government, thus strengthening the organization. Advocates say that by joining the organization, the university will get a better opportunity to be heard from students on the national level. It is believed that NSA membership would not only be an advantage to the university, but it would also be an advantage to the individual student. Each student would have an opportunity to voice his or her opinions and concerns, as well as taking advantage of the committee's services, without having to pay the cost of the activities going on here.

2. It has been satisfactorily demonstrated that membership in NSA will benefit all students. NSA membership would add to the excitement of the play. The play is directed by Harold B. Kirkwood, professor of dramatic arts, and Dwight Rangelcr, a senior in the College of Liberal Arts.

3. Those in favor of the organization wish to get rid of discriminatory clauses in all student government. The student body would move ahead at a pace not otherwise possible.

4. Finally, opponents of the organization say that the university would move ahead at a pace not otherwise possible. The plan for the Student Union originated. The membership in the International Union is to be completed in the fall of 1962. Representatives said that the only possible way of saving the university would be to assume the risk of a larger program. The university would be able to build the Student Union campus at a much lower cost, due to the fact that it would not be permitted to build Student Union campus at a much lower cost, due to the fact that it would not be permitted to build the Student Union campus at a much lower cost.
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NSA Points Presented

For more than a year, Student Senate has been considering joining National Student Association. Discussion started last spring and has been going on, off and on, ever since. Monday night the Senate investigating NSA returned its final report, unanimously recommending Bowling Green's affiliation with the national group. Final vote by Senate will take place next Monday evening.

The vote, whether yes or no, could vitally affect the life and future action of Senate. On page one we have presented the pros and cons of affiliation so that the student body can more fully understand the step involved in deciding on NSA affiliation.

Spring Stops Studies?

With the advent of warm weather and its attendant increased emphasis on social events and outdoor activities, it becomes too easy for the student body to lose sight of what should be its primary aim in attending college—gaining education.

Naturally, a certain amount of recreational activity is advocated to relieve the strain and tension occasioned by a trying study schedule. It is when recreation prevails to the detriment of scholastic achievement that its merits are outweighed by its limitations.

The student should realize that the final six weeks of the spring session will seriously affect or possibly determine the instrumental involvement for the entire semester. If grades are as integral part of college life the wise student will temper recreation with moderation and proceed accordingly.

This may be difficult to adhere to at times but it is a foregone conclusion that the end results almost inevitably justify the sacrifice. Even though the call of the outdoor season is difficult to resist, scholarship should be primary—recitation secondary.

Lines at Deadline

Spring must be here! A student who catches on quickly returned these books to Mr. Joseph T., College Library last month. They were "A Life in the Sunset," "We Make Your Head," and "How To Manage Your Life."

The books were a week overdue.

Education makes a people's stay in life, but education is very rare, if it be, never to be proven, but impossible to be proven.

—G. E. Brandeis

Nothing cuts a man's view of the good book like a hurriedly drawn Kohl alavr. Hall shade.

Guest To Discuss Highway Financing

Lawrence L. Waters, professor of transportation and business economics in the Indiana University School of Business, will discuss "Highway Financing in Relation to Business" Monday at 4 p.m. in 303 Ald Bldg.

Dr. Waters will be the speaker for the Transportation Conference sponsored by the economics department of the College of Business Administration. The meeting is open to all students and faculty.

University Debaters Win Third Place

In State Contest

University debaters John Mar- guar, Roger Kester, Erwin Waser, and Oris Grible teamed to win third place in the men's state double tournament April 10 and 11 in Columbus.

The team was eight out of twelve defeats in the fifteen-con- test competition.

"Great" rating was received by the team when they won five out of eight defeats last week at the Pi Kappa Delta national tournament in Bloomington.

The Kappa Delta is a national recognition society in forensics. The team is comprised of Dr. G. R. Horne, associate professor of English, and Mr. Goble, associate professor of Speech.

Nearly anything in the College of Education should see the McIlwain prize, who was the pre-emi- nence of the team from the beginning of the season. He should also make an appearance with their club during the dinner.

OFFICIAL Announcements

Preparation for the summer session and the fall semester begins Wednesday, April 22. Students who are completing their first semester in August, January 19, 1953, February 23, 1953, January 15, 1954, June 28, 1954, or August 19, 1954 should make an appointment with the dean of their college between April 25 and May 5.
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Intrasquad Games
On Tap As Golfers
Prepare For Opener

The highlight of the '63 schedule is the meeting with Toledo Uni-
versity Tuesday and Wednesday. With only a week before the
opener, the Falcons will have to be ready participated in several in-
door meets.

The big question mark, in the form of the Falcon track
team, is all that Coach Dave Matthews has to field against a
strong Western Michigan contingent tomorrow as BG opens its 1963 season.

Things do not look too
bright for the local thighs
due to many, many reasons.
First of all, they lost several
men from the 1962 squad by gra-
aduation; a team which ended the sea-
son with a four and three mark and
won up fifth in the All-Ohio Col-
lege Conference.

Secondly, they will be meeting:
the Ohio University Bobcats in the
first taste of Mid-America competi-
tion; a team which has been practicing
since early December, and has al-
ready practiced in several in-
door meets.

Lost One Man

And to add to all of this, the
Western Michigan squad only lost
one man by graduation, and will probably be even stronger than
they were last season when they
dumped the Falcons by a lopsided
score of 10-11-3.

Nine Bowling Green lettermen
will take the field tomorrow with
only one loss on its record.

These men are: Ray Wochter,
who was the Big Eight and Big
Ten Conference running back and
two-mile runner, Jay England, broad jump-
er, Merle Steller, a broad jumper
and dash runner, Robert Haugen,
all-around athlete, Bob Haltermann,
quarterback, John Whittaker, the
youngster who ran the hurdles and the 880,
and Jim May, outfielder who hit .328.

Through Paces

Wochter, who runs the hurdles and the 880, Man
and two-mile run, anil pole vaulted
er, the Falcons will have to be
ready participated in several in-
door meets.

If you're looking for
fitness in your life!

...and for your safety

with easier action, too!

...just for you

The Charles
Restaurant
East Wooster
Phone 4682
Open 7-11
Seven days a week

Just for you

Chevrolet's improved Velvet-Pressure Jumbo-Drum Brakes give
maximum stopping power with maximum ease of application.

Chevrolet engineers have been working on this "comfort and
smoothness" in braking since 1948. They have put the years of
experience and research into a brake system which makes your
driving easier. It includes Velvet-Pressure Jumbo-Drum Brakes,
more velvety feel of operation, more responsive brake action...up
to 15 percent more power...all at the same price.
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**Header**

**Secretary Of CIO**

**To Speak At UCF**

Although the weather is lastingly
troubling making up its mind whether
to agree or not, the fashion
experts have definitely decided on
the season’s fashions. Actually,
the change from the winter
fashions to spring styles is not
simply a matter of style but of
heating. It is composed of a whole
ensemble of a short, shirtsleeved
or box jacket. The fitted suit with a
longer jacket and wide lapels also
seems to rank high with the fashions
producers and becomes this year.
Of course, a fur scarf is approved by
everyone.

**Fashions Feature**

**The 'Nubby Touch’ For Men’s Apparel**

"The nubby touch" seems to be the way's trend in men’s sportswear for spring, according to modern men's magazines.

It is a crinkly, relaxed kind of cotton quickly recognizable by the little threads or ruffs of material afterwards laboriously put on the fabric to give clothes that take-beds-bony air and natural feel.

"The nubby touch" on a men's apparel will have the nubby look, in lightweight or scratch-free and crinkly type in bales, Pumpkin calfs for ties, and, greasy and trimmed buttons in footwear. The magazine warns the wearers of the nubby touch not to wear it in too many articles at one time but to contrast the nubby look with other fashion items. Clothes this year besides having the nubby touch will feature natural items, especially in the accessories of men's suits and sportswear.

**The Federal Reserve Banks are organized by regions.**

---

**Students Will Hop In Socks Tonight At No-Shoe Dance**

**Tonight is novice time for**

University’s new coed 'Socks.'

"Socks," which is sponsored by the
group's coed branch, and its
dance will keep all through
the entire evening. The dance
will be held tonight at 8:30
in the Student Union.

**Students To Attend Washington Seminar**

**Students attending by lease**

Samuel Scoble, associate director
of music, will attend the Students In
Frontier Fellowship at 6 p.m. Sunday, ac-
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**Nothing-nothing-beats-better taste better and LUCKIES TASTE BETTER!**

**Cleaner, Fresher, Smoother!**

**Ask yourself this question:**

Why do I smoke?

Luckies taste better-cleaner, fresher, smoother!

TASTE BETTER!

**LUCKIES**